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1 OVERVIEW 

1.1 BUSINESS PROFILE 

Our Organisation 

RBC Capital Markets (Europe) GmbH (“RBC EG” or “the Company”) received permission from the Federal Financial Supervisory 

Authority (“BaFin”) in accordance with § 32 (1) sentence 1 and (2) of the German Banking act (KWG) to provide banking and 

financial services on 22nd November 2018 as a Broker/Dealer.  

The Company is licensed to provide investment services and ancillary services pursuant to § 15 (1) of the Securities Act (WpIG). 

The Company is a wholly owned subsidiary by RBC Holdings (Germany) S.à .r.l., and an indirect subsidiary of the Royal Bank of 

Canada (“RBC” or “the Group”) based in Toronto, Canada. 

Firm Classification 

The Company is subject to the new Investment Firm Regulation (“IFR”) (EU) 2019/2033 and Directive (“IFD”) (EU) 2019/2034 

and has therefore been assessed as a Class 2 Investment Firm under § 2 (17) of WpIG. 

Furthermore, the Company is above the threshold for consideration as a small and non-interconnected investment firm and therefore 

the full IFR disclosure requirements under Part Six of the IFR are applicable.  

Foreign Branches 

As a result of the Company’s affiliate UK bank RBC Europe Limited (“RBC EL”) losing passporting rights effective 31 December 

2020, the Capital Markets business activities carried out in the previous European branches of RBC EL in Frankfurt, Paris, Madrid, 

Amsterdam and Lausanne (representative office) were transferred to the registered regional branches and head office of the 

Company. 

Business Lines 

Building upon the establishment and growth of the Company’s Frankfurt Investment Banking business since 2019 and in alignment 

with the United Kingdom’s exit from the European Union at the end of 2020 the Company’s planned Brexit growth was executed 

in Q1 of fiscal 2021.  

The migration of select staff, client and market memberships from the Company’s UK affiliate RBC EL into the Company ensures 

the continuity of investment services and market access to the Company’s European Economic Area (“EEA”) and RBC rest of 

world clients. 

Global Investment Banking 

The Global Investment Banking team work in an advisory capacity with corporate and financial investor clients in pursuing, 

structuring and implementing Mergers & Acquisitions as well as debt and equity financing transactions. For debt and equity 

origination, revenue is allocated between Corporate and Investment Banking and Global Markets based on the contribution of each 

group in accordance with established agreements. 

Augmenting the Company’s existing Frankfurt team, the Investment Banking teams in France, Spain and the Netherlands transferred 

into the respective branches of the company effective 31 December 2020. 

Global Markets 

The Global Markets business provides execution, distribution and liquidity on EU equity and fixed income securities markets to 

RBC’s client base. Complementing trade execution services, the business offers corporate access to support capital raising 

(organized meetings between issuers and investors) and research coverage of sectors and stocks. 

As part of RBC’s Brexit plan to ensure continuity of service to its EEA client base, staff transfers, client migrations and market 

access switches between the Company’s UK affiliate and the Company were actioned in Q1 of fiscal 2021. 



(1) The capital ratio presented in this document is calculated on the basis that October 2021 Retained Earnings are eligible for inclusion in the 

capital resources. Note this approach differs from RBC EG Management Report which is prepared on the basis that the Retained Earnings are 

not yet eligible.  

 

1.2 BASIS AND FREQUENCY OF DISCLOSURES 

The aim of this document is to publish a set of disclosures which allow market participants to assess key information on the capital 

condition, risk exposures and risk assessment process. The information disclosed is prepared in accordance with the disclosure 

requirements set out in Part Six of the Investment Firm Regulation (“IFR”) and the German Securities Institutions Act  (“WpIG”).  

The disclosure requirements for investment firms are regulated in articles 46 to 53 of the IFR. According to Article 46 (1) of the 

IFR, the Company as an investment firm must disclose the information according to Articles 47 to 53 of the IFR on the same day 

as it publishes its annual financial statements. The information will be disclosed on an annual basis, as at its financial year end of 

31 October.  

1.2.1 Location and Verification 

These disclosures have been reviewed and approved by the Company’s Management Board and published on the Company’s public 

website: https://www.rbc.com/regulatory-information/basel-disclosures.html#basel-iii-content 

 

1.3 RISK GOVERNANCE 

The Company has a clear and robust corporate and risk governance framework in order to manage, control and provide assurance 

on risk on behalf of both internal and external stakeholders. The governance structure determines the relationships between the 

Supervisory Board, Management Board, RBC and other stakeholders. It also defines the framework in which values are established 

and the context in which corporate strategies and objectives are set. 

The Supervisory Board is responsible for monitoring the activities of the Management Board in line with the applicable corporate 

and regulatory requirements. The Supervisory Board receives quarterly reports from the Managing Directors on topics including 

Business Performance, Risk, Compliance, Internal Audit, Law and Human Resources. 

The Head of Business and Head of Functions manage the Company jointly as members of the Management Board. This includes 

day to day operational management, ongoing employee management and strategic management of the entity as well as appropriate 

reporting and involvement of the Supervisory Board as appropriate. 

 

1.4 REGULATORY CAPITAL MANAGEMENT 

As at 31 October 2021, the Company was adequately capitalised with a Common Equity Tier 1 ratio and Total Capital ratio of 

447%. (1) The table below illustrates the distribution of the the Company’s risk profile. 

 
Table 1: Own Fund Requirements based on Article 11 of the IFR 

€ 2021

Own Funds Requirements 12,105,870

Permanent minimum capital requirement 750,000

Fixed overhead requirement 12,105,870

Total K-Factor requirement 2,759,033

https://www.rbc.com/regulatory-information/basel-disclosures.html#basel-iii-content


 

2 RISK GOVERNANCE 

2.1 ACCOUNTABILITY STRUCTURE 

The Company is equipped with a clear and robust risk governance framework to ensure the management and mitigation of risk in 

addition to providing stakeholder assurance with regards to the risk landscape for the Company. The framework sets out the 

responsible parties tasked with the oversight and management of risk on behalf of the Company including any risk-related 

responsibilities delegated to management committees or otherwise.   

2.1.1 Management Board 

The Company operates by way of a two-tier structure comprising of the Management Board and the Supervisory Board.  

The Management Board is responsible for the day to day management of the Company. The Management Board comprises of two 

Managing Directors; the Head of Business and Head of Functions respectively. Similar to the Supervisory Board, the Management 

Board is governed by its Rules of Procedure, the Articles of Association and the relevant regulatory and statutory provisions. Updates 

to the Rules of Procedure of the Management Board require a resolution of the Supervisory Board, therefore the ultimate 

responsibility for the allocation of the roles and responsibilities to the Management Board rests with the Supervisory Board. The 

Management Board meets monthly and also reports to the Supervisory Board on a quarterly basis in respect of key activity and for 

items requiring positive advice and counsel.  

The Management Board is accountable for the implementation of the risk control framework with the support of the Company risk 

function and ensures that the Company adheres to applicable regulatory, corporate and other legal requirements in respect of risk. 

The Management Board oversees and monitors risks applicable to the Company’s business environment in addition to the capital 

and liquidity of the Company. The approval of risk limits, recovery plans, risk frameworks, risk appetite statements and Internal 

Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (“ICAAP”) document is also the responsibility of the Management Board.  

2.1.2 Supervisory Board 

The Supervisory Board is responsible for monitoring the activities of the Management Board in line with the applicable corporate 

and regulatory requirements. The Supervisory Board meets on a quarterly basis to consider reports from the Management Board in 

respect of topics including Business Performance, Financial Results, Risk, Compliance, Internal Audit, Law Group and Human 

Resources with one additional meeting following each fiscal year end to consider the performance and variable compensation to be 

awarded to the Management Board members in respect of the prior fiscal year. The Supervisory Board is governed by its regulatory 

and statutory provisions, its Articles of Association and its Rules of Procedure. The Rules of Procedure set out the roles and 

responsibilities of the Supervisory Board in particular in relation to its oversight and monitoring of the activities of the Management 

Board. 

The Supervisory Board is responsible for undertaking a regular review of the performance of the Management Board in addition 

to ensuring effective succession plans for the Management Board to maintain the appropriate balance of skill and experience 

within the Company. 

The Supervisory Board is responsible for the oversight of the risk environment of the Company and ensures that an effective systems 

and controls framework is in place for business, risk and capital management. The Supervisory Board is responsible for providing 

oversight and challenge to the Management Board. The Supervisory Board receives quarterly risk reporting regarding the overall 

risk environment for the Company including information relating to any existing or emerging risks. Through the Company’s 

governance structure, the Supervisory Board has a line-of-sight in respect of the key risks facing the Company in addition to the 

risk controls in operation across the Company. The Supervisory Board also monitors and assesses the effectiveness of controls 

against the regulatory expectations and seeks guidance from external sources where necessary in interpreting the local regulations. 

At present, the Supervisory Board is not required to and has not elected to establish board level committees and discharges its 

governance requirements through the existing board structure.   

In addition, there are a number of management committees of the Company covering key functional areas including Risk, Finance, 

Compliance, Outsourcing, Business & Client Services and Tax established under the specific authority of the Head of Functions, 

RBC EG. These Committees meet monthly and escalate matters to the Management Board/Head of Functions as appropriate. Each 

management committee has a formal Terms of Reference establishing the membership and responsibilities, in addition to how each 

committee sits within the governance structure. The Company also falls within the remit of a number of wider Capital Markets 

Europe committees including (but not limited to) the Capital Markets Executive Committee, Global Markets Executive Committee, 

Asset and Liability Committee and New Business Committee.  

 

 



 

Recruitment Policy for Board Members  

As the Company is a wholly owned subsidiary within the RBC Group, the nomination and selection of Board members is undertaken 

in accordance with internal corporate governance practices, stated within RBC’s Policy on the Legal Governance of Subsidiaries 

(SGO Policy), as previously approved by the Management Board.  

Selection Criteria/Process 

Director selection is based on local applicable laws, regulations and rules, taking into consideration the skills, diversity, geographies 

and areas of expertise already represented on the Board. In addition to this, successful candidates undergo a robust background 

check, including inter alia, criminal, financial, regulatory checks and competency validation. The relevant background and 

professional experience of the Directors of the Board are provided in Appendix 1. The Board Governance Framework including the 

director selection protocol and its objectives is detailed within the SGO Policy and is subject for review and approval by the 

Management Board.  

Following consultation with the Supervisory (or Management) Board Chair and upon receipt of positive advice and counsel from 

the Subsidiary Governance Office, the candidate is proposed to the respective Board for its consideration, and if deemed appropriate, 

approval. The proposal is also subject to a number of internal approvals in accordance with the SGO Policy.  

Diversity forms a central focus in the director nomination and appointment process in reflecting RBC’s core value, “Diversity & 

Inclusion”. In accordance with Article 48 Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 (Investment Firm Regulations), a diversity policy regarding 

board selection for the Company was created and approved by the Management Board in October 2021. The diversity policy 

reaffirms the Company’s continued commitment in terms of recognising the significance of diversity within the Company and at 

the board level in fostering an inclusive and diverse culture and talent pool. 

 

2.2 RISK MANAGEMENT 

Risk Management is define as all framework, processes, and controls enabling the management, monitoring and safeguarding of the 

Company asset within its define risk appetite. 

The risk of financial and non-financial loss through business activities is inherent in all of the businesses conducted by the Company. 

For this reason, risk management is considered to be an intrinsic part of the strategy and capital planning processes.  

2.2.1 Risk Management Framework 

The Company’s Enterprise Risk Management Framework (“ERMF”) sets out the overarching arrangements for risk management, 

control and assurance within the Company. The ERMF is designed to provide a consistent and structured approach to identify, 

assess, measure, control, monitor and report on significant risks. The Company has adopted the ERMF through an addendum 

catering for its own local specificities. 

The ERMF helps to ensure that risk is managed and controlled on behalf of internal and external stakeholders, including 

shareholders, customers, employees and regulators. Effective and efficient risk governance and oversight provide Management with 

assurance that the Company’s business activities will not be excessively impacted by risks that could have been reasonably foreseen. 

This, in turn, reduces the uncertainty of achieving the Company’s strategic objectives. 

The Company’s Risk Management begins with the adoption of the Enterprise Risk Frameworks (where possible) with local changes 

adopted in a local entity addendum. Where the scope of local changes in ensuring adherence to local requirements is significant, the 

Company’s specific policy is incorporated. In the circumstance an enterprise-wide policy document is deemed to be wholly 

applicable to the Company (and where no local, internal or regulatory requirements are identified), the policy will be adopted by 

the Company with no specific customization. The Risk Frameworks are approved by the Management Board on an annual basis and 

subject to the review and challenge by the Supervisory Board.  

The Company complies with the laws and regulations that govern its businesses in the jurisdictions in which it operates. The ERMF 

recognises that the Company is required to comply with a range of external risk governance requirements, including but not limited 

to: 

 Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (“BaFin”) rules; and 

 Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (“OSFI”) requirements as a subsidiary of a Canadian banking 

group. 

  



 

2.2.2 Risk Principles 

The Company applies the following general principles for its management of risk: 

Table 2: Risk Management Principles 

Principle  Description 

Effectively balance risk and reward 

to enable sustainable growth 

The Company’s balances risk and reward to capitalise on opportunities within the 

Company’s business strategy and risk appetite, avoid excessive concentrations of risk 

through diversification and risk transfer, manage earning volatility, and ensure the long-

term viability and profitability of the organisation. 

Responsibility for risk management 

is shared 

Collectively as One RBC following the Three Lines of Defence risk governance model 

(below), employees at all levels of the organisation are responsible for managing the 

day-to-day risks that may arise in the context of their roles. 

Undertake only risks the Company 

understand. Make thoughtful and 

future-focused risk decisions 

In order to create long term value for RBC Group, clients, employees and communities, 

the Company exercises rigour in the Company’s risk assessments, analyses emerging 

risk factors and trends, ensures transparency in risk discussions, and improves processes 

and tools for simpler, better, faster decision-making without exposing the Company to 

undue risks. 

Always uphold the Company’s 

Purpose and Vision, and consistently 

abide by the Company’s Values and 

Code of Conduct to maintain the 

Company’s reputation and the trust 

of the Company’s clients, colleagues 

and communities 

Guided by the Company’s Collective Ambition, the Company exhibits Good Conduct 

and does business openly and fairly. The Company never compromises quality or 

integrity for growth. The Company adheres to the “Know Your Client” standards, and 

ensures transparency and suitability of the products and services offered. The Company 

complies with all laws and regulatory requirements, and supports transactions and 

relationships with proper and complete documentation. 

Maintain a healthy and robust 

control environment to protect the 

Company’s stakeholders. 

To achieve the Company’s operational and financial performance goals while 

maintaining the Company’s reputation and integrity, and operating within the 

parameters of applicable laws and established risk appetite, the Company employs 

effective processes and controls and resiliency practices to minimise harm from internal 

and external threats, avoids business interruptions, and ensures timely resolution of 

control issues. 

Use judgment and common sense 

Policies and procedures cannot cover all circumstances. The Company’s employees 

should apply judgment and common sense, and when in doubt, escalate through 

appropriate channels. The Company strives to hire the right people for the right 

functions and provide them with proper training and support. 

Always be operationally prepared 

and financially resilient for a 

potential crisis 

The Company strives to maintain effective protocols and escalation strategies to respond 

to all risks that we face, including regulatory, macroeconomic, market and other 

stakeholder developments. This includes maintaining operational readiness and 

financial resilience to effectively operate during and following a financial crisis. It is 

also critical to maintain agility and readiness to respond to potential disruptors to the 

financial industry. 

 

2.2.3 Risk Policy Management 

Three Lines of Defence Model 

The Company has implemented a robust system of monitoring, reporting and control based on the Three Lines of Defence model. 

This model details responsibility for risk management, control and assurance, and clarifies the segregation of duties between those 

who take on risk, those who control risk and those who provide assurance. 

First Line of Defence – This is provided by the business and support functions embedded in the business. The First Line of Defence 

has the ownership and accountability for: 

 Risk identification, assessment, mitigation, monitoring and reporting in accordance with the established Company’s risk 

policies and Risk Appetite; 



(2) Other Control and Group Functions include Finance, Corporate Treasury, Law and HR 

 

 

 Ensuring appropriate and adequate capabilities to manage risks relevant to the business; 

 Alignment of business and operational strategies with risk conduct and culture and risk appetite. 

Second Line of Defence – This is provided by areas with independent oversight accountabilities residing in functions such as GRM, 

Group Compliance, and other areas within Control and Group Functions. (2) The Second Line of Defence is accountable for: 

 Establishing the Company’s level risk management frameworks and providing risk guidance; 

 Providing oversight for the effectiveness of First Line risk management practices;  

 Monitoring and independently reporting on the level of risk against the established appetite measures and associated 

constraints; and 

 The entity’s monthly Risk Management Committee (“RMC”)  serves as the oversight forum of the Second Line of 

Defence across all risk management topics.  

Third Line of Defence –The Third Line provides independent objective assurance on the effectiveness of risk management policies, 

processes and practices in all areas of the Company to the Management Board and inform the Supervisory Board. Further assurance 

is provided by the firm’s external auditor, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (or one of its affiliates in Germany).  

2.2.4 Risk Identification 

The process of Risk Identification and assessment is intrinsic within the Company’s pursuit of approved business strategies, and as 

part of the risk oversight responsibilities undertaken by the support functions outlined in this document. Risk Identification is 

embedded within a wide range of activities, including but not limited to: 

 The approval of new products, transactions, client relationships, projects or initiatives; 

 Business strategy development; 

 ICAAP, Stress Testing and Recovery Planning; 

 Monitoring and Reporting; and 

 Ongoing assessment of Industry and Regulatory Developments 

The Company assessment, identification, monitoring and escalation processes are continuously advancing in response to the 

environment in which it operates and the consequent risks to which it is exposed. 

2.2.5 Risk Policy Management 

The Company has implemented RBC policies and processes in the context of the Company’s Risk Policy Management 

Requirements to support the assessment and management of risks. The Company’s policies and controls review process is 

continuous to ensure continued effectiveness and alignment with relevant laws and regulations as they are issued. To ensure 

operation with integrity, the Company adheres to a number of other principles, codes and policies, including the RBC Code of 

Conduct which governs the behaviour of the Company’s employees and informs how the Company conducts its business operations. 

Where necessary, the Company adapts the Enterprise policies to ensure compliance with local legal and regulatory requirements 

and expectations.  

The Head of Functions, RBC EG has the responsibility of ensuring these policies are consistent with: 

 Regulatory requirements; 

 Relevant RBC policies; and 

 Higher and lower level policy documents within the risk policy architecture. 

The Company’s Frameworks and policies (including the Risk Management Framework) are reviewed and refreshed annually, and 

approved by the Management Board. The Company’s Addendum to RBC Enterprise Risk Frameworks was last approved in 

February 2021



 

2.2.6 Risk Appetite 

The Company’s Risk Appetite is defined as the amount and type of risk that the Company is able and willing to accept in the pursuit 

of its business objectives.  

The overall objective of the Company’s Risk Appetite Framework is to protect the Company from unacceptable levels of risk while 

supporting and enabling the firm’s overall business strategy and goals. The Framework is defined in the context of the RBC 

Enterprise Risk Appetite Framework and has been customised to cater to local requirements. It provides details on the Company’s 

risk appetite principles, constraints and metrics and is reviewed and approved at least annually by the Management Board.   

A comprehensive monthly risk appetite scorecard is presented to the Management Board which shows the monthly trend against 

the Board Approved Risk Appetite.  

The Company’s Risk Profile considers several internal and external risk and performance indicators including but not limited to 

Capital, Liquidity, Credit, Market and Operational Risk, Profitability, Market Based and Macroeconomic Indicators. This enable 

the Management Board to assess whether the entity Risk Profile remains within its risk tolerance. 

 

2.2.7 Capital Planning 

The Company undertakes a regular Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (“ICAAP”) to ensure that the business strategy 

and planning translate into adequate capital levels over internal and external capital minima, and identifies any period where capital 

buffers become tight so corrective action can be undertaken in advance. This also includes reviewing the capital levels against risk 

appetite to ensure that the business strategy and planned capital levels remain in line with the Company’s risk appetite. The ICAAP 

includes both the Normative and Economic perspective, as required by regulation. 

The capital plan is derived from the Company’s base case business plan and takes into account changes to business forecasts, market 

conditions and other developments, such as accounting or regulatory changes that may impact capital requirements.  

The base case capital plan also forms the basis for stress testing analysis. Stressing the capital plans, enables the Company to test 

the strength of its capital base and also to consider mitigating actions in advance in order to maintain overall financial adequacy in 

periods of stress. 

The capital plan is updated on a periodic basis to reflect actual operating results, updated Profit and Loss forecasts and any changes 

in business strategies.  

The ICAAP is an annual process managed by the Enterprise Risk Management (“ERM”), Europe function within Group Risk 

Function.  

The Company’s ICAAP Working Group, which consists of senior management representatives from ERM, Finance, and Corporate 

Treasury, oversee all aspects involved in the development of the ICAAP, including accurate documentation of key findings from 

the assessment. Following the ICAAP Working Group review, the ICAAP report is submitted to the Management Board for review, 

challenge and approval.  

The Company’s approach to the identification, monitoring, reporting, and control of the risks that it faces (Risk Management) and 

the underlying systems put in place as defined within this disclosure, the RBC Enterprise Frameworks, policies and standards and 

where relevant, the Company’s specific addendums are deemed sufficient by the Management Board for its Risk Profile and Overall 

Strategy. The October ICAAP 2020 considered the Operational, Credit, Market, Counterparty Credit, and Settlement Risk – 

Normative; and Business, Operational, Credit Market and Interest Rate Risk in the Banking Book – Economic perspectives.  The 

ICAAP concluded that the Company was sufficiently capitalised in both normal and adverse market conditions, as approved by the 

Management Board. 



 

3 OWN FUNDS  

3.1 OVERVIEW OF OWN FUNDS 

As at 31 October 2021, the Company had total own funds of €54.1 million, which comprises of solely Common Equity Tier 1 

Capital.  

Table 3: Composition of Own Funds (EU IF CC1.01)  

 

Template EU IF CC1.01 - Composition of regulatory own funds (Iinvestment firms other than small and non-interconnected )

 (a)   (b)

Amounts

(€)

Source based on 

reference 

numbers/letters of the 

balance sheet in the 

audited financial 

statements

1 OWN FUNDS 54,123,205        

2 TIER 1 CAPITAL 54,123,205        

3 COMMON EQUITY TIER 1 CAPITAL 54,123,205        5.

4 Fully paid up capital instruments 25,003                5.a)

5 Share premium -                      

6 Retained earnings 4,117,175          5.c)

7 Accumulated other comprehensive income -                      

8 Other reserves 49,981,027        5.b)

9 Minority interest given recognition in CET1 capital -                      

10 Adjustments to CET1 due to prudential filters -                      

11 Other funds -                      

12 (-)TOTAL DEDUCTIONS FROM COMMON EQUITY TIER 1 -                      

13 (-) Own CET1 instruments -                      

14 (-) Direct holdings of CET1 instruments -                      

15 (-) Indirect holdings of CET1 instruments -                      

16 (-) Synthetic holdings of CET1 instruments -                      

17 (-) Losses for the current financial year -                      

18 (-) Goodwill -                      

19 (-) Other intangible assets -                      

20
(-) Deferred tax assets that rely on future profitability and do not arise from temporary differences net of 

associated tax liabilities
-                      

21 (-) Qualifying holding outside the financial sector which exceeds 15% of own funds -                      

22 (-) Total qualifying holdings in undertaking other than financial sector entities which exceeds 60% of its own -                      

23 (-) CET1 instruments of financial sector entites where the institution does not have a significant investment -                      

24 (-) CET1 instruments of financial sector entities where the institution has a significant investment -                      

25 (-)Defined benefit pension fund assets -                      

26 (-) Other deductions -                      

27 CET1: Other capital elements, deductions and adjustments -                      

28 ADDITIONAL TIER 1 CAPITAL -                      

29 Fully paid up, directly issued capital instruments -                      

30 Share premium -                      

31 (-) TOTAL DEDUCTIONS FROM ADDITIONAL TIER 1 -                      

32 (-) Own AT1 instruments -                      

33 (-) Direct holdings of AT1 instruments -                      

34 (-) Indirect holdings of AT1 instruments -                      

35 (-) Synthetic holdings of AT1 instruments -                      

36 (-) AT1 instruments of financial sector entities where the institution does not have a significant investment -                      

37 (-) AT1 instruments of financial sector entities where the institution has a significant investment -                      

38 (-) Other deductions -                      

39 Additional Tier 1: Other capital elements, deductions and adjustments -                      

40 TIER 2 CAPITAL -                      

41 Fully paid up, directly issued capital instruments -                      

42 Share premium -                      

43 (-) TOTAL DEDUCTIONS FROM TIER 2 -                      

44 (-) Own T2 instruments -                      

45 (-) Direct holdings of T2 instruments -                      

46 (-) Indirect holdings of T2 instruments -                      

47 (-) Synthetic holdings of T2 instruments -                      

48 (-) T2 instruments of financial sector entities where the institution does not have a significant investment -                      

49 (-) T2 instruments of financial sector entities where the institution has a significant investment -                      

50 Tier 2: Other capital elements, deductions and adjustments -                      

Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital:  instruments and reserves                                             



 

 

As at 31 October 2021, a full reconciliation of own funds items to audited consolidated financial statements is shown in the table 

below.   

Table 4: Own funds: reconciliation of regulatory own funds to balance sheet (EU IFCC2) 

a b c
Balance sheet as in published/audited financial 

statements
Under regulatory scope of consolidation Cross reference to EU IF CC1

As at period end (€) As at period end (€)

1. Receivables from credit institutions 187,931,449

2. Receivables from clients 1,268,771

3. trading assets 19,158,292

4. fixed assets 921,007

5. other assets 42,759,914

6. accruals 60,030

Total Assets 252,099,462 0.00

1. liabilities to credit institutions 178,785,484

2. liabilities to clients 312,633

3. other liabilities 1,767,581

4. provisions 17,110,559

Total Liabilities 197,976,257 0.00

5.a) subscribed capital 25,003 Fully paid up capital instruments

5.b) capital reserves 49,981,027 Other reserves

5.c) total profits on balance sheet (retained earnings) 4,117,175 Retained earnings

Total Shareholders' equity 54,123,205 0.00

Assets - Breakdown by asset classes according to the balance sheet in the published/audited financial statements

Liabilities - Breakdown by liability classes according to the balance sheet in the published/auditied financial statements

Shareholders' Equity



 

 

As at 31 October 2021 a description of the main features of the Common Equity Tier 1 is shown in the table below: 

Table 5: Capital instruments main features table (EU IF CCA) 

 

 

 

Common Equity Tier 1 instruments Common Equity Tier 1 instruments

1 Issuer RBC Capital Markets (Europe) GmbH RBC Capital Markets (Europe) GmbH

2
Unique identifier (e.g. CUSIP, ISIN or Bloomberg identifier for 

private placement)
N/A N/A

3 Public or private placement Private Private

4 Governing law(s) of the instrument German German

5 Instrument type (types to be specified by each jurisdiction)

Common Equity Tier 1

as published in Regulation

(EU) No 575/2013 Article 28

Common Equity Tier 1

as published in Regulation

(EU) No 575/2013 Article 28

6
Amount recognised in regulatory capital (Currency in million, as of 

most recent reporting date)
EUR 50million EUR 6T

7 Nominal amount of instrument EUR25,000 EUR3

8 Issue price EUR2000 per share EUR2010 per share

9 Redemption price 100% of Nominal amount and Share premium 100% of Nominal amount and Share premium

10 Accounting classification Shareholders’ equity Shareholders’ equity

11 Original date of issuance 20 December 2017 23 December 2020

12 Perpetual or dated Perpetual Perpetual

13 Original maturity date No Maturity Date No Maturity Date

14 Issuer call subject to prior supervisory approval No No

15 Optional call date, contingent call dates and redemption amount N/A N/A

16 Subsequent call dates, if applicable N/A N/A

Coupons / dividends

17 Fixed or floating dividend/coupon N/A N/A

18 Coupon rate and any related index N/A N/A

19 Existence of a dividend stopper N/A N/A

20
     Fully discretionary, partially discretionary or mandatory (in 

terms of timing)
Fully discretionary Fully discretionary

21
     Fully discretionary, partially discretionary or mandatory (in 

terms of amount)
Fully discretionary Fully discretionary

22      Existence of step up or other incentive to redeem No No

23      Noncumulative or cumulative Non cumulative Non cumulative

24 Convertible or non-convertible Non-convertible Non-convertible

25      If convertible, conversion trigger(s) N/A N/A

26      If convertible, fully or partially N/A N/A

27      If convertible, conversion rate N/A N/A

28      If convertible, mandatory or optional conversion N/A N/A

29      If convertible, specify instrument type convertible into N/A N/A

30      If convertible, specify issuer of instrument it converts into N/A N/A

31 Write-down features No No

32      If write-down, write-down trigger(s) N/A N/A

33      If write-down, full or partial N/A N/A

34      If write-down, permanent or temporary N/A N/A

35         If temporary write-down, description of write-up mechanism N/A N/A

36 Non-compliant transitioned features No No

37 If yes, specify non-compliant features N/A N/A

38 Link to the full term and conditions of the intrument (signposting)



 

3.2 CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS 

Capital adequacy and capital ratios measured are monitored against internal thresholds by the Regulatory Reporting team.  

As at 31 October 2021 the K-Factor-Requirements are shown in the table below: 

Table 6: K-Factor Requirements 

 

 

As at 31 October 2021 the Fixed Overhead Requirement is shown in the table below: 

Table 7: Fixed Overhead Requirement 

 

 

 

As at 31 October 2021
Factor amount 

K-factor 

requirement 

€

K-Factor Requirement

Risk to client -

Assets under management - -

Client money held - Segregated  - -

Client money held - Non - segregated - -

Assets safeguarded and administered - -

Client orders handled - Cash trades  - -

Client orders handled - Derivatives Trades - -

Risk to market 410,788

K-Net positions risk requirement - 410,788

Clearing margin given - -

Risk to firm 2,348,245

Trading counterparty default - 16,565

Daily trading flow - Cash trades 2,331,679,673 2,331,680

Daily trading flow - Derivative trades - -

K-Concentration risk requirement - -

2,331,679,673 2,759,033

As at 31 October 2021 Amount 

€

Fixed Overhead Requirement 12,105,870

Annual Fixed Overheads of the previous year after distribution of profits 48,423,479

Total expenses of the previous year after distribution of profits 61,303,694

Of which: Fixed expenses incurred on behalf of the investment firms by third parties -

(-)Total deductions (12,880,216)

(-)Staff bonuses and other remuneration (10,495,174)

(-)Employees', directors' and partners' shares in net profits -

(-)Other discretionary payments of profits and variable remuneration -

(-)Shared commission and fees payable -

(-)Fees, brokerage and other charges paid to CCPs that are charged to customers -

(-)Fees to tied agents -

(-)Interest paid to customers on client money where this is at the firm's discretion -

(-)Non-recurring expenses from non-ordinary activities -

(-)Expenditures from taxes (1,657,393)

(-)Losses from trading on own account in financial instruments (727,649)

(-)Contract based profit and loss transfer agreements -

(-)Expenditure on raw materials -

(-)Payments into a fund for general banking risk -

(-)Expenses related to items that have already been deducted from own funds -



 

4 RISK TO CLIENT 

4.1 DEFINITION OF RISK TO CLIENT 

Risk to Client (“RtC”) covers business areas of investment firms from which harm to clients can conceivably be generated in case 

of any unintended issues.  The underlying k-factor requirements for RtC are stipulated as: 

 Assets under Management (“K-AUM”);  

 Client money held (“K-CMH”);  

 Assets under safeguarding and administration (“K-ASA”); and 

 Client Orders Handles (“K-COH”) 

4.2 RISK TO CLIENT PROFILE 

As a broker dealer the Company does not engage in any business activities that generate RtC K-Factor requirements. 

5 RISK TO FIRM  

5.1 DEFINITION OF RISK TO FIRM 

Risk to Firm (“RtF”) captures an investment firm’s exposure to the default of their trading counterparties (“K‐TCD”) in 

accordance with simplified provisions for counterparty credit risk based on Regulation (EU) No 575/2013, concentration risk in an 

investment firm’s large exposures to specific counterparties based on the provisions of that Regulation that apply to large 

exposures in the trading book (“K‐CON”), and operational risks from an investment firm’s daily trading flow (“K‐DTF”). 

The specific monitoring of transaction flow is shared with the Management Board as part of the Quarterly Reporting to the 

Management Board define by MaRisk .Specific regulatory transaction monitoring as part AML/Compliance requirement is shared 

separately from the Risk Management process. 

 

5.2 DEFINITION OF CREDIT RISK 

The Company defines credit risk as the risk of loss associated with a counterparty’s potential inability or unwillingness to fulfil its 

on- and off-balance sheet payment obligations. Credit risk may arise directly from the risk of default of a primary obligor (e.g., 

issuer, debtor, borrower or policyholder), or indirectly from a secondary obligor (e.g., guarantor, reinsurance) and/or through off-

balance sheet exposures, contingent credit risk and/or transactional risk. Trading counterparty default (TCD) risk only includes 

counterparty credit risk from trading book activities.  

5.2.1 CREDIT RISK GOVERNANCE AND FRAMEWORK 

Credit risk exposures on trading activities are aggregated and reported to the Risk Management Committee (“RMC”) on a monthly 

basis.  

Credit risk is also monitored daily through specific credit report and operational escalation processes should any breach occur. 

Operational limit are also use to monitor and manage our credit exposure. 

Trading Counterparty Default  

Each credit trading risk type is managed separately both as part of the RBC Group framework, and as part of a combined exposure 

metric specific to the Company. 

  



 

5.2.2 CREDIT RISK PROFILE 

Long Settlement Transactions are the only source of TCD for the Company.  

Table 8: Risk exposure amounts by methodology and counterparty type  

 

 

5.3 DEFINITION OF CONCENTRATION RISK 

Concentration risk is defined as the risk of financial loss from the Company’s portfolio being too highly correlated to a client or a 

group of connected clients.   

5.3.1 CONCENTRATION RISK GOVERNANCE AND FRAMEWORK 

Any exposures greater than the regulatory limit must be escalated to the Regulator in a timely manner. The Company maintains 

internal buffers to the regulatory limits and the exposure profile is monitored on a daily basis.  

Concentration risk exposures are reported to the Risk Management Committee (“RMC”) on a monthly basis. 

5.3.2 CONCENTRATION RISK PROFILE 

The Company’s risk appetite does not allow for any exposures over the regulatory limit and therefore there is no K-CON 

requirement as of 31 October 2021.   

 

5.4 DEFINITION OF DAILY TRADING FLOW 

Daily trading flow (‘DTF’) means the daily value of transactions that an investment firm enters through dealing on own account or 

the execution of orders on behalf of clients in its own name 

5.4.1 DAILY TRADING FLOW PROFILE 

As at 31 October 2021 the Fixed Overhead Requirement is shown in the table below:  

 

Trading flow across all asset classes is monitored daily by operations department and AML/Compliance, and on a quarterly basis 

as required by MaRisk BT 3.2.4 Risk Management provide the Management Board with specific trading flow information e.g. 

trading volume, cancellation rate etc.   

  

As at 31 October 2021 K-factor 

requirement 

Exposure 

value 

€

Breakdown by method for determining the exposure value

Application of IFR: K-TCD 16,565 401,909

Alternative approaches: Exposure value determined in accordance 

with CRR - -

SA-CCR - -

Simplified SA-CCR - -

Original exposure method - -

Alternative approaches: Full application of CRR framework - -

Memorandum item: CVA component - -

of which: calculated in accordance with CRR framework - -

Breakdown by method for determining the exposure value

Central governments, central banks and public sector entities - -

Credit institutions and investment firms 5,505 286,694

Other counterparties 11,061 115,214

As at 31 October 2021 K-factor 

requirement 

Exposure 

value 

€

Breakdown by transaction type

Total DTF - cash trades (average amounts) 2,331,680 2,331,679,673

Total DTF - derivative trades (average amounts) - -



 

 

6 RISK TO MARKET 

6.1 DEFINITION OF MARKET RISK 

Market risk is defined as the risk of loss resulting from changes in market factors and the volatility of these factors. Market risk can 

be exacerbated by thinly-traded or illiquid markets.  

The Company manages and monitors Risk to Market and specifically Market Risk through internal operational model metrics (VaR, 

SVaR and Historical Stress) and trading limits (CS01 and PV01) which are reported daily. 

The Company considers market risk to fall into the following categories: 

 Credit Spread Risk: The risk of loss due to the change in credit spreads on all financial instruments whose accounting fair value 

depends on credit spreads. This includes securities, credit derivatives and fair value liabilities;  

 Interest Rate Risk: The risk of loss resulting from changes in interest rates;  

 Foreign Exchange Risk: The risk of loss resulting from changes in exchange rates;  

 Equity Risk: The risk of loss resulting from changes in equity prices and indices;  

 Commodity Risk: The risk of loss resulting from changes in commodity prices;  

 Volatility risk: The risk of a change of price of a portfolio as a result of changes in the volatility of a risk factor;  

 Underwriting Risk: The risk of loss resulting from: 

(i) the failure to place or sell a particular security or bond concurrent with a negative market or credit risk event; and  

(ii) inadequate due diligence in connection with a securities offering.  

 

 

6.2 GOVERNANCE AND FRAMEWORK 

Market Risk will be managed through the Company’s Market Risk Framework which will be governed and overseen by the Head 

of Functions. The Company is also subject to the RBC Group policies laid out in the RBC Group Market Risk Framework and 

standing orders. 

Group Market Risk has implemented a daily process of daily reports for the business and senior management detailing the 

Company’s exposure against limits, as well as monthly summaries and quarterly reports for the Risk Management Committee 

(“RMC”).   

The Company's market risk appetite shall be set and reviewed by the Management Board. The Company will have a range of limits 

in place covering the risk measurement metrics noted above. All limits set by the Company will be consistent with the stated risk 

appetite. In addition to limits approved by the Management Board, exposures are also limited by the RBC Group limit structure. 

Additional information is provided in the Company’s Annual Accounts and Financial Statements. 

 

6.3 MARKET RISK PROFILE 

As at 31 October 2021, the Company’s capital requirement in relation to the market risk is €411k. The company has started trading 

activities in December 2021. 

Table 9: Market risk by risk type 

  

As at 31 October 2021 K-factor 

requirement 

€

K-Factor Requirement

Total standardised approach 410,788

Position risk -

Equity instruments -

Debt instruments -

Of which: securitisations -

Particular approach for position risk in CIUs -

Foreign exchange risk 410,788

Commodities risk -

Internal model approach -

410,788



 

 

7 LIQUIDITY RISK 

7.1 DEFINITIONS OF LIQUIDITY RISK 

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Company is unable to generate or obtain sufficient liquidity in a cost-effective manner to meet 

contractual and contingent commitments as they fall due.  

LIQUIDITY RISK PROFILE 

The Company’s risk tolerance statement outlines that it ensures it can generate or obtain sufficient liquidity in a cost-effective 

manner to meet contractual and contingent commitments as they fall due under normal and extreme-but-plausible stressed 

conditions, as well as meeting regulatory expectations. This risk tolerance statement is articulated through a series of limits covering 

regulatory metrics. The Company’s risk tolerance statement and risk appetite takes direction from RBC (the parent). 

The Company provides investment services and brokerage activity for fixed income & equity cash products to a European client 

base. Key liquidity risks for the Company include; failed trades where Group will ensure the Company’s balance sheet is fully 

funded and intraday cash flow shortages which is mitigated via the Company and the Company’s affiliate RBC EL entering into a 

a related party pledge at its primary settlement agent. 

The Company is comfortable with the level of liquidity risk within the entity and throughout the financial year the entity remained 

within regulatory limits. 

GOVERNANCE AND FRAMEWORK 

Responsibility for managing liquidity risk resides with the Management Board. The Board ensures that effective governance 

arrangement and control frameworks are in place for liquidity risk, enabling it to be adequately overseen, assessed and managed. 

The role of the Board for liquidity risk, alongside monitoring and oversight of the liquidity position of the Company, includes 

approval of the: 

 Liquidity Risk Framework; and 

 Risk Appetite Statement and Metrics. 

 

Corporate Treasury is responsible for all liquidity reporting, including ensuring completeness and accuracy of data. On a monthly 

basis an overview of management information is presented to the RMC, this is also presented to the Management Board on a 

quarterly basis. 

  



 

8  REMUNERATION  

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

This remuneration disclosure relates to compensation practices within RBC, but the policies and processes may apply globally to 

Group. An enhanced disclosure on RBC’s enterprise-wide compensation practices can be found in the annual proxy statement, 

which is published on the external RBC website.   

The disclosure is made in compliance with the reporting requirements under Art. 51 of the Investment Firm Regulation (the “IFR”).  

As the final remuneration rules implementing the requirements in this respect under the Investment Firm Directive (“IFD”) were 

not published by the BaFin during the Company’s 2021 fiscal year ending on 31 October 2021, the Company’s year-end 

compensation was paid following the requirements of the Capital Requirements Directive (“CRD”) as implemented in the German 

Banking Act (“KWG”) and the German Remuneration Ordinance for Institutions (“IVV”).  The Company has not been a significant 

institution in accordance with the definition outlined in the KWG (significant firms have a balance sheet of €15bn or more). 

8.2 REMUNERATION POLICY AND GOVERNANCE 

In September 2020, the Management Board of the Company approved separate remuneration and severance policies, and the 

Supervisory Board of the Company approved these policies in October 2020. The policies were reviewed during 2021, and were 

approved at the November 2021 meeting of both the Management and Supervisory Boards. 

 

8.3 PRINCIPLES OF COMPENSATION  

Guided by the Group’s vision of being among the world’s most trusted and successful financial institutions and the Group’s  purpose 

of helping clients thrive and communities prosper, the Group and Company’s approach to compensation, including executive 

compensation, is based on the five guiding principles set out below: 

1. Compensation aligns with shareholder interests 

 Awards vary based on absolute and relative performance of RBC; and 

 Mid and long-term incentives vest and pay out over time, encouraging a longer-term view of increasing shareholder value;  

 

2.  Compensation aligns with sound risk management principles 

 The Company’s risk management culture is reflected in the Company’s approach to compensation. The Company’s 

compensation practices appropriately balance risk and reward, and align with shareholder interests; and 

 Performance of individuals, lines of business and RBC overall is assessed on a number of measures, including adherence 

to risk management policies and guidelines. 

 

3. Compensation rewards performance 

 The Company’s pay-for-performance approach rewards contributions of employees to individual, business segment and 

enterprise results relative to objectives that support the Company’s business strategies for sustainable growth over short, 

medium and long-term horizons, which are aligned with the risk appetite of RBC. 

 

4. Compensation enables the Company to attract, engage and retain talent 

 Talented and motivated employees are essential to building a sustainable future for RBC. The Company offers 

compensation that is competitive within the markets where we operate and compete for talent; and 

 Compensation programs reward employees for high performance and their potential for future contribution.  

 

5. Compensation rewards behaviours that align with RBC values and drive exceptional client experiences. 

 RBC values, embedded in the Company’s Code of Conduct, form the foundation of the Company’s culture and underpin 

the Company’s ongoing commitment to put the needs of the Company’s clients first and deliver value to all of the 

Company’s stakeholders. 

Risk conduct and compliance with policies and procedures are considered in determining performance-based compensation.   



 

8.4 ELEMENTS OF COMPENSATION   

The employee package is made up of fixed remuneration and benefits (reward for fulfilling the job requirements) and incentive 

compensation designed to incentivise employees to demonstrate achievement in terms of results and behaviours, to reward them for 

that achievement, and to encourage them to remain with RBC.  

Incentive compensation awards are adjusted downwards or clawback may be sought in cases where disciplinary action is taken for 

breaches of the RBC Code of Conduct. 

Fixed Remuneration  

All employees receive fixed remuneration, which is paid in the form of base salary which reflects the individual’s market value, 

skills, qualifications, relevant experience, responsibility and contribution to the Company.   

Fixed pay is typically only changed to reflect a change to the role or responsibilities of the recipient or market conditions. 

 

Variable Remuneration 

Employees are eligible to participate in discretionary performance-based incentive schemes in respect of their role with the 

Company. 

Performance-based annual discretionary incentives may be awarded based on the performance of the Company, the business, and 

the individual as detailed below. Annual incentives may consist of a mix of cash and share-linked instruments. Annual incentives 

for employees of the Company are subject to a review by both the Management Board and Supervisory Board of the entity.   

The amount of variable compensation to be awarded to employees is appropriately adjusted for risk.  Key considerations that are 

taken into account in the risk adjustment process include financial measures such as revenue, Net Income After Tax, Economic 

Profit and regulatory capital and non-financial risk factors such as conduct and credit, market and operational risk exposure against 

risk appetite. Upon completion of the review, adjustments for risk may be recommended for consideration in the approval of final 

variable compensation. 

In September 2019 the Company obtained unanimous shareholder approval to operate a 200% ratio between the fixed and variable 

components of remuneration as required under Article 94(1)(g)(ii) of CRD IV and transposed into German law in Sec. 25(5) KWG.  

In the absence of final IFD remuneration rules published by the BaFin, the 2021 fiscal year end variable compensation was paid in 

line with enterprise plans and according to the requirements under CRD as implemented in the KWG and the IVV (including the 

maximum 2:1 variable to fixed compensation ratio (1/3:1 for Control or Support Function), approved by the Company’s shareholders 

in 2019).  Global Investment Banking and Global Markets employees participate in the Capital Markets Compensation Plan (the 

“Plan”).  If certain thresholds are met, participants of the Plan receive part of their variable compensation as a deferred award, which 

consists of RBC Units and vests over a three year period.  Variable compensation is deferred in line with the Plan, and the amount 

of deferral increases with total bonus.   

Control or Support Function staff are eligible to receive variable compensation under the terms of the General Discretionary 

Incentive Programme.  Senior employees (PL06 and above) may receive a deferred award under the MTI Equity Program, which is 

awarded as RBC Units and has a cliff vest after 3 years.   

Shareholding Requirement 

RBC operates a share ownership requirement which requires Managing Directors in Capital Markets to hold a minimum number of 

Royal Bank Common Shares, linked to their base salary. 

 

Remuneration of control functions 

RBC’s enterprise Policy on Compensation Risk Management states that performance measures for senior employees responsible 

for financial and risk control activities will be based on the achievements and objectives of the functions, and their compensation 

will be determined independently from the performance of the specific business areas they support, therefore avoiding any potential 

conflicts of interest. Employees who fall under this arrangement include senior employees in Compliance, CFO Group, Group Risk 

Management, Internal Audit and Human Resources. Global Function Heads and/or the Function Operating Committee Members 

will continue to review and approve the individual performance of these employees against established objectives, which are 

independent of the performance of the business areas that they oversee. Remuneration for employees engaged in control functions 

is reviewed regularly for market alignment to ensure that remuneration levels are competitive.   



 

8.5 THE LINK BETWEEN PAY AND PERFORMANCE 

Variable compensation plans reward employees on the basis of a number of factors, including individual, business and enterprise 

results relative to established performance objectives that are aligned with the risk appetite of RBC. A significant portion of 

performance-based pay is deferred in the form of equity incentive awards (linked to RBC’s share price) in order to align 

compensation with the risk time horizon and motivate employees to generate longer-term value for shareholders and remain 

accountable for decisions with long tail risk. To create a clear relationship between pay and performance, employees have an 

opportunity to earn higher compensation for outstanding performance, and conversely, earn less compensation when RBC, a 

business segment and/or individual performance falls below expectations. 

Incentive awards take into account firm-wide, business unit and individual financial and non-financial factors. Financial factors 

include the performance of RBC, its global business segments and regional operating subsidiaries. Individual performance is 

assessed based on the employee’s contribution to the overall performance of their business or function, the achievement of individual 

performance objectives and performance against the Company’s Leadership Model and Code of Conduct. Where appropriate (e.g., 

where firm-wide or entity performance is weak or in a net loss position or in the case of a significant failure of risk management) 

bonus pools may be reduced to zero at the discretion of the RBC CEO, RBC Board of Directors, or the Management and Supervisory 

Boards of the Company.  

When determining the size of the bonus pool, financial measures such as revenues, Net Income After Tax, the compensation ratio 

(total compensation as a percentage of revenues), regulatory and economic capital, and economic profit are considered depending 

on the plan and business area.  

Non-financial measures considered in the discretionary bonus evaluation process include the following: 

 Adherence to the Company’s Code of Conduct. RBC’s Code of Conduct (the “Code of Conduct”) promotes standards of 

ethical behaviour that applies to all employees globally. The Company’s Code of Conduct fosters an open environment in 

which questions and concerns may be brought forward. It creates a frame of reference for dealing with sensitive and 

complex issues, and provides for accountability if standards of conduct are not upheld. All employees are expected to 

adhere to the Company’s Code of Conduct, and failure to do so through unethical or non-compliant behaviours may result 

in a disciplinary sanction up to and including immediate termination of employment. All employees receive Code of 

Conduct training and testing on joining RBC and every year thereafter;  

 Compliance with a full range of risk management policies specific to individual job requirements as outlined in employee 

Performance Management Documents;  

 Assessment of key behaviours, which are part of the RBC Global Performance Management process, and typically include 

the obligation to: 

o Abide by the letter and spirit of rules and procedures established by regulators 

o Follow all relevant internal policies and procedures including, but not limited to, trading and position limits and 

standing orders 

o At all times, act in the best interests of RBC and its clients 

o Escalate, on a timely basis, any areas of material concern related to any of the above  

 Lead by example so that direct reports adopt similar high standards;  

 Reports from control functions, including those from Internal Audit, Compliance (regulatory gaps, trades beyond excess 

limits), and Group Risk Management regarding operational, market and credit risks, among others; and  

 Assessment of accountabilities and detailed action plans to implement and monitor changes required to close the gaps 

identified during risk management or internal audit reviews 

 

Employees who are not meeting non-financial performance standards for their role are subject to the Company’s corrective 

action process, which can include either a significant reduction in bonus amounts or termination of employment.  

 

Guaranteed variable remuneration is only awarded in exceptional circumstances, such as senior control functions roles, 

business critical roles and strategic hires and then only for the first 12 months of employment. 

The Company provides severance payments to fulfil its statutory obligations and to support the transition of employees away from 

their employment with RBC, in circumstances where there is an early termination of their employment. In March 2019 and then 

again in September 2020, the Management Board of the Company approved and adopted a severance policy. The policy was 

reviewed and approved at the November 2021 meeting of both the Management and Supervisory Boards. 

  



 

8.6 PAY EQUITY 

The Company is committed to the principles of pay equity, and undertakes actions to prevent pay disparities between employees 

performing work of equal or comparable value.  The Company addresses pay equity concerns identified in the year-end pay decision-

making process through pay adjustments, where it is concluded that individual factors do not explain a difference in pay. Outside 

the annual compensation review process, RBC reviews compensation when employees move to new roles, taking into account 

external and internal pay benchmarks and the skills and experiences the new incumbent brings to the role. 

Remuneration Awarded during the financial year: 

 

 

Special Payments: 

 

  



 

Deferred Remuneration: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

9 APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1: BOARD MEMBERSHIP 

Current Supervisory and Management Board Members 

Director Role Biography 
Number of Directorships (excluding 

RBC EG) 

Management Board 

 

Christian 

Karcher 

(Residency: 

Germany) 

 

 

Head of 

Business, 

Germany 

 

Mr Karcher is Head of Capital Markets, 

Germany and heads the Investment Banking for 

Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Prior to 

joining RBC, Mr Karcher was Head of 

Investment Banking for Nomura in Germany 

and Austria and a member of the management 

board of Nomura Bank (Deutschland). Mr 

Karcher has held various senior management 

positions in the banking industry including roles 

at Credit Suisse First Boston and Lehman 

Brothers Germany prior to its acquisition by 

Nomura in 2008. 

Mr Karcher holds a degree in General 

Management from Otto Beisheim School of 

Management in Germany.   

0 

Dexter-Ruthven 

Murray 

(Residency: 

UK) 

Resigned on 

30th April 2022 

 

Head of 

Functions, RBC 

EG 

 

Mr. Ruthven-Murray is the Head of Functions 

for RBC EG, responsible for the back office and 

control functions. In his role Mr. Ruthven-

Murray chairs a number of underlying 

management committees of RBC EG. 

Mr. Ruthven-Murray joined RBC in 2006 and 

has held a number of progressive senior roles 

within Finance and Risk. He holds a BSc (Hons) 

in Business and Management Studies, is a 

Chartered Management Accountant (ACMA) 

and a Financial Risk Manager (FRM). 

Mr Ruthven-Murray is a member of the Board 

of RBC Verwaltungsgesellschaft AG. 

1 

  



 

Supervisory Board 

Jack Tang 

(Residency: Germany) 

Appointed 2nd March 

2022 

 

Managing 

Director 

Mr Tang has been appointed as a Managing Director of RBC EG 

as of 2nd March 2022 and will be assuming the role Head of 

Functions for RBC EG commencing 1st May 2022.  

Mr Tang joined RBC in 2005, and has held a range of increasingly 

senior functional support and executive roles in London, New 

York, Hong Kong and Malaysia. His RBC knowledge spans roles 

in Market Risk, Product Control, Financial Control, Valuations 

and Finance Management. 

Mr Tang is a CFA Charterholder, a Certified Financial Risk 

Manager (FRM) and a Chartered Global Management 

Accountant (CGMA). 

 

 

Dave Thomas 

(Residency: UK) 

 

Supervisory 

Board 

Member 

 

 

Mr Thomas is the CEO of RBC Europe Limited and Head of 

Wealth Management International, responsible for leading all 

aspects of the business in the region, including strategy execution 

and effective governance. He is a member of the RBC Capital 

Markets Global Operating Committee and the European 

Executive Committee, and chairs the European Capital Markets 

Executive Committee. Mr Thomas also holds a number of UK 

Board roles including Executive Director of RBC Europe 

Limited and Chair of RBC Global Asset Management (UK) 

Limited. 

Mr Thomas holds a BSc (Hons) degree from Loughborough 

University in the UK and joined RBC Capital Markets in 1992 

following periods at a UK domestic bank and a technology 

company.   

2 

 

Peter Dixon 

(Residency: UK) 

 

Supervisory 

Board 

Member 

 

 

Mr Dixon is the CFO, Europe and is based in London. Prior to 

joining RBC, Mr Dixon held a number of senior finance roles 

within other international investment banking organisations and 

has experience of working in other jurisdictions including the US 

and Ireland. Mr Dixon is a qualified chartered accountant. 

Mr Dixon is a member of the European Capital Markets 

Executive Committee. He is also a member of the Board of RBC 

Europe Limited. 

 

2 

 

Richard Sheldon 

(Residency: UK) 

Resigned on 22nd 

February 2022 

 

Supervisory 

Board 

Member 

 

 

Mr Sheldon is Chief Compliance Officer for Royal Bank of 

Canada's European and Asia Pacific: Capital Markets, Wealth 

Management and Investor & Treasury Services businesses. Mr 

Sheldon's responsibilities include advising on the application of 

current & future legislation for the conduct of business, conflicts 

& reputational issues. Mr Sheldon is a qualified lawyer who 

obtained Bachelor of Laws from the Queensland University of 

Technology Australia in 1990. 

Mr Sheldon is the Chair of the Capital Markets Reputation and 

Compliance Committee and a member of the European Capital 

Markets Executive Committee, and Global Compliance 

Operating Committee.  

0 
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